Standard Mandatory DoD Notice and Consent

You are accessing a U.S. Government (USG) Information System (IS) that is provided for USG-authorized use only.

By using this IS (which includes any device attached to this IS), you consent to the following conditions:

- The USG routinely intercepts and monitors communications on this IS for purposes including, but not limited to, penetration testing, COMSEC monitoring, network operations and defense, personnel misconduct (PM), law enforcement (LE), and counterintelligence (CI) investigations.
- At any time, the USG may inspect and seize data stored on this IS.
- Communications using, or data stored on, this IS are not private, are subject to routine monitoring, interception, and search, and may be disclosed or used for any USG authorized purpose.
- This IS includes security measures (e.g., authentication and access controls) to protect USG interests - not for your personal benefit or privacy.
- Notwithstanding the above, using this IS does not constitute consent to PM, LE or CI investigative searching or monitoring of the content of privileged communications, or work product, related to personal representation or services by attorneys, psychotherapists, or clergy, and their assistants. Such communications and work product are private and confidential. See User Agreement for details.
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**AUTHORITY** 5 USC 301

**PURPOSE/ROUTINE USE** Information you provide is used to verify your identity and usage of this website. Voluntary. However, if you fail to provide the requested information, DMDC will not be able to verify your identity. If your identity is not verified, you will be unable to gain access to the website.

**DISCLOSURE** Prevent illegal access of Privacy Act data by closing your browser before leaving your computer.

The material/information contained herein falls within the purview of the Privacy Act of 1974 and will be safeguarded in accordance with the applicable system of records notice and DLAR S40021.

As a reminder, the website has a 30 day clock. If you haven’t accessed the website in the last 30 days you may be locked out. In this case, either contact OEPM and let them know or call the DMDC help desk at the number above and ask them to reset your access to the General Flag Officer Decision Support System. In case they ask the Site ID is 175498.